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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

The majority of the universities in the United States have used similar 

sports marketing programs throughout much of their histories. Those that have 

either engaged in or maintained innovative strategies, viewing sports marketing as 

a business rather than a necessary chore, have become more efficient, particularly 

over the last few years. Traditional avenues of marketing include mailings 

promoting season ticket sales, newspaper, radio and television ads, game 

sponsorship, giveaways and creating a game-day atmosphere at University

organized tailgating parties or other pre-game functions. In addition to regular 

marketing avenues, several universities have capitalized on unique circumstances 

throughout the years. 

Texas Christian University, for instance. spent a great deal of time and 

money during the early 1980·s promoting its world-class track relay team, 

spearheaded at the time by Phillip Epps (also capitalizing on his position as a 

professional football player for the Green Bay Packers while running track for 

TCU and attending school during the off-season). The school is currently creating 

media interest by promoting the career and current statistics of LaDainian 

Tomlinson, one of this year's Heisman Trophy hopefuls, through posters and 

approaching area schools asking children to enter a writing contest with letters to 

Tomlinson for the best essay on what a hero is to them. Other schools, such as the 
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University of Texas, capitalize on licensing revenues, both as a marketing strategy 

and as a means of raising funds needed for expansion. 

Most universities are in a difficult period resulting from federal mandates 

that athletic programs expand to include a comprehensive package of women' s 

sports to match the existing emphasis on men's athletics. Consequently, schools 

such as UT expanded facilities in order to make room for additional women's 

programs. This resulted in a $93 million capital improvement effort that UT was 

able to fund entirely from money raised outside the academic budget (Johnson 

160). What UT accomplished through game guarantees, suite-lease revenue, 

television money, payment for the team's Cotton Bowl appearance, optional 

student fees, sponsorships and advertising, licensing revenue and concessions, 

however, is not necessarily replicable throughout the state or country because 

schools that are athletically challenged are also financially challenged, generally. 

Recruiting problems create a cycle that is difficult to break. How does a 

school attract quality athletes in order to improve its athletic program to generate 

the level of revenues necessary to expand an overall university program? One 

method that can be used is stressing academics as Texas A&M University does 

(not to imply that they are particularly financially challenged or lack a good 

football program). A quick perusal of its Web site indicates that the school has 

undertaken a self-study to rate its efforts at complying with NCAA rules regarding 

academics, Title IX and other issues. One facet addressed specifically was how 

the school could improve upon its graduation rate for individuals in certain athletic 
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programs that appear to generally experience academic challenges (Texas A&M 

Athletics 2000). For the athlete looking to parlay his talent into a degree and, 

perhaps, a professional career, a school like A&M that stresses academics may be 

particularly appealing to individuals from small towns who are concerned about 

academic performance at a large university. 

In addition to expanding its facilities and generating revenues from 

increased season ticket sales and lease revenues from its new suites, The 

University of Texas has also created an online store. This is not the schoors first 

foray into highly commercialized promotion of its team. The school has 

traditionally sought out items that consumers are interested in but that may not be 

associated with collegiate sports. For example, MatteI offers University Barbies 

during the football season and, in addition to the school bookstore, UT Barbies 

were available at Wal-Mart for purchase by collectors and Texas fans. Teu has 

similarly expanded by creating an off-campus bookstore with ties to Barnes and 

Noble. The new facility is huge compared with the previous space, and the 

selection of TeU memorabilia is enormous. 

Other schools focus on community outreach as a means for creating 

visibility and improving the school's reputation in the community as an institution 

that gives something back. Southern Methodist University's Web site sports a 

"Battle for the Iron Skillet" logo, which is actually a link to information about its 

recent game against TeU that will serve as a collection site for the North Texas 

Food Bank. Fans presenting at least three canned food items could buy a 
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discounted ticket at $10 (Southern Methodist University 2000). This creates a 

positive association for the school because it is doing something good for the 

community at the same time it is increasing ticket sales and giving a reduced ticket 

price to those willing to donate food. Richard Campbell noted that ticket sales for 

collegiate events have grown due to expansion of facilities but schools have also 

improved marketing techniques, as marketers become more organized and create 

opportunities with televised games (Campbell 1). 
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Chapter II 

BASIC MARKETING AND 
COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES 

Essential elements of marketing and communication apply to collegiate 

sports, as with all promotion efforts. Organizations must determine what they are 

selling and to whom they wish to sell it. After establishing a target market. it is 

necessary to develop a strategy for communicating customer benefits of the 

product or service. Companies must then decide whether they \vish to make their 

profits based on volume sales or high profit margins for each product. With those 

strategies in hand, marketers must then decide how to reach consumers most 

effectively. Traditional forms usually include direct mailings, advertising in print 

and on-air media, and giveaways of items featuring the product's name or concept. 

Marketing gurus, such as Sergio Zyman, past chief in charge of Coca-

Cola's marketing who currently heads the Z Group consultancy, suggests that 

people must cease confusing advertising and marketing. Marketing is a discipline 

requiring strategic planning in order for a company to target certain consumers and 

place the product in front of competitors (Donaton 24). Companies become overly 

concerned with advertising, and a great deal of advertising exists as art, rather than 

focusing on conveying the message. People become too involved with creativity 

when they should be finding the best way to get the message across in a clear and 

concise manner and in a way that will be remembered by consumers. It is only for 

the last element that creativity is truly required. 
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Faith Popcorn, a futurist and the founder of Brain Reserve. a company 

predicting future trends, also has important information for marketers. Ifsociety's 

needs and desires are changing, it is reasonable to assume that the population 

interested in college athletic programs will change over time. Popcorn suggests 

that successful CEOs (and therefore anyone else running a large organization 

dependent on marketing and advertising) needs "[t]o think outside the box, outside 

the city, outside the universe." (Gustke 48). In today's highly competitive 

markets, institutions must build a clientele and the need for new products that 

require opening one's mind to new ways of using these elements and marketing 

them. 

Popcorn offers several suggestions for creating successful products in the 

21 st century; these suggestions can be adjusted slightly and applied to general 

marketing techniques. These include scouting out trends daily. constantly 

questioning existing products (even new ones), approaching a product in relation 

to its environment, brainstorming, and interviewing consumers continually. 

Companies that are out of touch with consumers are unable to market products 

effectively because they are not aware of what the public wants. By talking 

regularly with consumers, companies can find gaps in their marketing strategies 

and then devise the means to bridge them. It is reported that Sam Walton always 

went on field trips, no matter how rich he was (Gustke 48). Popcorn also indicates 

that the consumer's future is gleaned from psychological, sociological, 

demographic, and economic factors. Experts from each discipline can contribute 
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small pieces to an overall puzzle that can be assembled by an individual with 

intuitive feelings about markets (Gustke 49). 

Sports marketing strategies have historically focused on enlarging male 

interest in sports, increasing support from students, and creating alumni interest in 

sporting programs, specifically with respect to increasing ticket sales and game 

attendance. Over the past several years, however. the NCAA and various 

universities have apparently realized that the NCAA is not marketing-friendly 

(Lefton 34). This is beginning to change, however, as Host Communications 

bought NCAA marketing rights in 1997 and successfully recouped its initial 

investment relatively quickly by attracting huge brands like Compaq, Nabisco and 

Tricon Restaurants. The NCAA has allowed the use of sponsor-identified seat 

cushions for the past two years at the Women's Final Four. and the NCAA also 

began a branding campaign in 1997 designed to increase ratings and attendance 

for NCAA football and by creating new NCAA football logos, which schools are 

beginning to display (Lefton 34). 

Other entities are also showing interest in sponsoring collegiate activities in 

the same way that banks have traditionally tied their names to the various leagues, 

like VISA's NFL or American Express's NBA. As the NCAA becomes more 

commercial, banks may consider branching into sponsoring NCAA events. 

Smaller institutions have traditionally connected their names with local colleges 

and universities by sponsoring single sporting events, putting their names on 

hometown arenas, promoting local teams in their ads and tying products to 
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sporting events (Kessler 12). Investment institutions have also been active in 

paying to have newly built or renovated sports stadiums named for them. While it 

is unclear whether the NCAA rules would allow one of its stadiums to be named 

after a lending institution, the bank's name could certainly be prominently 

displayed throughout the stadium and throughout the campus. 

Most universities continue to focus on ticket sales, sponsorships and 

donations as primary funding avenues. Hosting hospitality events and creating 

online stores also generate revenue and interest. With the current high interest in 

the Internet, the school Web site can be exceedingly important and those that 

offer more features are likely to attract interest regardless of whether an individual 

is a fan or someone searching the Net. For example, The University of Texas Web 

site has a feature that allows fans to view games online (University of Texas 

2000). Texas A&M has video highlights, audio clips and photo galleries 

accessible for each football game (Texas A&M 2000). A more traditional venue is 

Texas Christian University's Sports Network that features coaches of the football, 

men's basketball, and women's basketball teams on call-in shows, but information 

about the programs is available on the Web site (Texas Christian University 2000). 

The most effective marketing tactics may be intangible, because it may be 

difficult to ascertain -- unless fans are willing to give the university feedback -

what motivated a new season ticket holder to make the purchase. Direct mailings 

can be very effective (only if market research is completed relative to finding the 

demographic that is most likely to purchase the tickets). Texas Tech's current 
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marketing plans suggest that it is interested in targeting families. but it is unclear 

whether this is the result of the trend toward families seeking quality. different, or 

unusual entertainment, or if the student/male market has been fairly saturated by 

current marketing strategies and the target is based on necessary acquisition. One 

can generally conclude, however, that regional marketing geared toward an 

already receptive target market will be more effective than marketing that goes 

further afield and is more general in nature. 
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Chapter III 

HOW TO MEASURE THE IMPACT 
OF MARKETING TACTICS 

Ticket sales and game attendance are the most easily observed result of 

marketing tactics. As indicated, it is difficult, however, to tie these ticket sales to 

a particular marketing source unless the university is able to devise a plan for 

identifying tickets. For example, a different insignia could be imprinted on tickets 

when they are sold as a regular season ticket package or part of the mini-packs. 

Game attendance should be tracked as well, because season ticket purchasers who 

fail to attend games may not be inclined to purchase tickets in the future. If game 

attendance is low, the school should evaluate whether this is because the team is 

performing poorly or for another reason, such as inclement weather. Low 

attendance may provide a good reason for contacting season ticket holders to 

determine the problem. 

Alumni activity will also indicate whether a marketing program is 

successful. Upon graduation, students often become deeply involved in career and 

personal activities that supersede interest in the alma mater, despite spending at 

least four years living, studying, and working in the collegiate community. 

Alumni activity can be tracked by maintaining records of the number of inquiries 

by phone to the alumni office or how often that area of Texas Tech's Web site is 

accessed. In addition, when tickets are issued to alumni, they can also be 

imprinted with an insignia identifying the buyers as alumni purchasers. Surveys 
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and statistics that would indicate how the person heard about Texas Tech or why 

they purchased tickets can be very important, but individuals generally need a 

good reason for their completion. People are not necessarily motivated to 

complete a questionnaire when they are sitting in a cold football stadium unless 

there will be some reward associated with it. In addition, if tickets were purchased 

in advance and patrons were advised that a completed questionnaire can be 

redeemed for a free refreshment at a game, they would probably be more likely to 

complete the questionnaire and remember to bring it with them. 

Sponsorships are likely to increase when overall interest in the school is 

promoted, because companies and other entities will see Texas Tech as a 

profitable extension of other marketing activities. The success of a marketing 

initiative can also be gauged by the amount of donations the university receives. 

Again, when there is high interest in the school or when a particular team is having 

a good season, donations are likely to be much higher. 
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Chapter IV 

ASSESSMENT OF EFFICACY OF TEXAS TECH 
FOOTBALL MARKETING 

While it was difficult to obtain historical information relative to previous 

sports marketing programs with respect to the Texas Tech football program, one 

can use the existing marketing plan and deduce where changes have recently been 

made and those items that are merely a continuation of previous marketing 

strategies. In many ways, Texas Tech's marketing has needed to change because 

the school is undergoing a renovation similar to UT's, and for many of the same 

reasons. In addition, the expansion is a necessity if Tech is to remain a major 

player in college football, recruit top athletes, and continue generating the 

revenues that allow it to continue to update and expand areas throughout the 

university. 

Texas Tech has traditionally advertised in West Texas but plans to expand 

into the Dallas, Fort Worth, and New Mexico areas. The inclusion of Fort Worth 

in the marketing plan is a good idea, although the marketing plan fails to include 

the Fort Worth Star-Telegram or any metroplex radio and television stations. One 

can assume that Texas Tech has not depended completely on the city of Lubbock 

and its population because of the way information was presented about going 

outside the local market to promote season and single-game ticket sales, instead of 

targeting the Lubbock audience. It is also evident that the ticket office phone 

number was not one that would be easily remembered by fans because the 
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marketing department indicates that 742-TECH is a new number. This allows fans 

who have lost literature or who live outside the area to more easily remember the 

phone number and enhance ticket sales. In addition, ticket office phone numbers 

from past years will not be phased out for another year. 

While Texas Tech has offered season tickets in the past, the mini-packs are 

an appealing marketing alternatives, both because of affordability issues and 

because many people may be disinclined to buy season tickets, even when they 

can afford them, because they know that they will not use all of them. By offering 

a smaller number of tickets for purchase in a package, consumers receive a slightly 

better than single-ticket rate while allowing them to purchase tickets for the games 

fitting their schedule. Because premium and lower-profile games are paired in a 

single packet, the school is also more likely to sell tickets to traditionally under

attended games. 

Current marketing is dealing with several challenges. The addition of three 

new home games to the schedule caused the season package ticket prices to nearly 

double. The team will play the vast majority of its home games at the beginning 

of the fall 2000 season, when some people are just not yet in the mood for football, 

especially because they must sit outside in the hot weather. Conversely, four 

straight home games may facilitate the purchase of regular season tickets because 

each mini pack has at least one game from the months of September. October. and 

November, and people may realize that they are inclined to go to the first few 

games but as activities pick up throughout the school year, may be less inclined to 
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attend games later. The first home Texas Tech game against New Mexico is the 

National Hispanic College Fund Football Classic with 250/0 of the proceeds from 

the game going directly to the Hispanic College fund. The marketing team 

believes that this will be problematic because the opponent is New Mexico, which 

is not a known rival for Tech, but that it can make gains by using an integrated 

media mix and promoting heavily in the Hispanic market. 

TexasTech marketing has been fairly adequate because the school remains 

in a challenging division of the Big XII and has a good reputation. continuing to 

attract quality players. The current marketing efforts aim to ensure that the school 

retains or enhances its current. Evaluating current marketing activities cannot be 

completed until season-ticket and single-ticket sales are final but there may be 

some indicators of how well the program is doing. For example, how full have the 

stands been at the traditionally less well-attended games and has the stadium been 

at or near sell-out status, for the more anticipated games and/or rivalries? 

Schedule cards, posters, magnets, and Coca-Cola cans are all valuable marketing 

tools, particularly the cans and magnets, but it is very difficult to track the 

effectiveness of these strategies. Telemarketing efforts can provide more feedback 

if solicitations include one or two questions regarding whether the individual has 

been exposed to any information about Texas Tech or the availability of season 

tickets through the various media outlets. 
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Chapter V 

FUTURE MARKETING RECOMMENDATIONS 

The main thrust of future marketing efforts would likely be to continue to 

incorporate the current strategy that is well thought out and fairly comprehensive, 

but the main change would be to create a more distinct presence for Texas Tech in 

the Lubbock/West Texas area. Some of the ideas for making changes in the 

current marketing plan are based on what other universities are doing, while others 

are developed from various research sources. 

Create Community Presence 

TCU has a very pronounced presence in the Fort Worth community. The 

street signs in and around TCU are purple, and all TCU properties, even the 

parking lots tucked into residential areas, are easily identifiable. Banners, 

advertising important school events such as the scheduled game of the week, are 

hung along major thoroughfares adjacent to TCU. Area businesses also use 

TCU's colors, cater to TCU students and often display TCU flyers and posters in 

the windows, even naming products after the school. 

Texas Tech needs to work with the marketing elements of the city of 

Lubbock to create a more prominent community presence. University officials 

should cultivate relationships with area business operators to ensure that they 

consider the school presence a positive element and the students as patrons, rather 
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than merely a parking problem and a nuisance to their businesses. If the school 

has had problems because parking and transporting has encroached into 

neighboring residential communities, university officials should meet with 

neighborhood representatives in order to ascertain how Texas Tech can be a better 

neighbor. Other projects might include volunteering to help improve residential 

properties near the school or to help keep median areas free of debris. 

Canvas Public Schools 

Another area that Texas Tech seems to have overlooked, particularly in 

light of its intent to promote Texas Tech football as a family activity, is making its 

presence known in the Lubbock public schools. Texas Christian University 

regularly has athletes visiting area schools, in uniform (an excitement-grabber in 

elementary schools), to promote TCU sports and the athletic development of 

youngsters. Although the Fort Worth essay writing contest was promoted through 

written materials rather than personal appearances, each class was given a poster 

about LaDainian Tomlinson's bid for the Heisman Trophy that keeps TCU 

football in the minds of children who view the posters daily. Children who are 

excited about the sports programs at Texas Tech are likely to encourage their 

parents to take them to the games. Advertising in area children's publications, 

such as school newsleters, may also be beneficial and potentially less expensive 

than the traditional print media options currently available. 
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Community Outreach 

In addition to physical visibility issues, one way that the university can 

foster a more prominent community presence is by engaging in community 

outreach programs. Athletes and students can visit area hospitals, particularly 

spending time in the children's wards, and they can create tutoring, mentoring, or 

reading programs in area schools. Athletes can become more visibly involved in 

Habitat for Humanity projects and volunteering for other community activities, 

such as food banks and homeless shelters. Athletic camps can also be hosted for 

area children and scholarships given to ensure disadvantaged community youths 

attend. In addition to the positive image this can create, community outreach can 

also serve as preventive damage control device in the event that an athlete or 

program is caught doing something inappropriate, the positive image established 

by these programs may offset the problems, including negative pUblicity, created 

by scandal (Burton 43). 

Sports Festivals 

Many communities throughout the country have recently begun hosting 

sports festivals similar to winter and food festivals. Such annual events in many 

municipalities offer a wide variety of activities for area children and adults -- like 

a mini-Olympics of sorts. Such events boost interest in local sports and provide an 

arena for introducing children to hometown heroes (Fitzgerald 50). Within this 

context or concept, it became evident that the 2000 National Hispanic College 
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Fund Football Classic game was poorly planned. It should have been scheduled to 

coincide with September 16th to capitalize on the Diez y Ses theme and to benefit 

from other activities planned at the time. Like its better-known counterpart, 

Cinco de Mayo, Hispanics celebrate Diez y Ses across the country, and the 

university could have attracted Hispanics to the game more easily on this weekend 

and implied that the university scheduled the game to ensure that receipts would 

be at their best to benefit the National Hispanic College Fund. 

Group Use Days 

Texas Tech can promote its football program by scheduling group-use 

days. Groups can be encouraged to go to the football game because group ticket 

purchases will be discounted and feature prizes. For example, the largest group 

and the loudest group cheering section may receive give away items. In addition. 

the university can coordinate with the city of Lubbock to create packages that 

include visiting other area attractions and can incorporate some type of overnight 

concept like that offered by the Fort Worth Zoo (Fort Worth Zoo 2000). Children 

can spend the night for a rate that is far cheaper than even a good reduced rate at a 

hotel. People may be more inclined to make a long trip to Lubbock if there is 

more than one activity scheduled in the area and if an overnight trip is planned, 

patrons will likely be able to enjoy several community aspects while in the city, 

generating revenue for Texas Tech, area businesses and the city of Lubbock. 
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Promoting Diversity 

Keith R. Tribble is the first African-American to head a major bowl game, 

and people have speculated that it was no coincidence he was appointed just 

months after some of Miami's black business leaders led a boycott oflocal 

conventions after the city snubbed Nelson Mandela (Foote 52). While Lubbock 

has not experienced anything similar to the Mandela incident. it does raise the 

question of whether Texas Tech programs are created in a manner that is 

appealing to and promotes the inclusion of minorities. It would be prudent for the 

school to undertake a study to ascertain what percentage of fans are of varying 

ethnicities and survey minority students about their attitudes about Texas Tech and 

whether they feel that the game-day activities are minority-friendly. If there is an 

indication that the atmosphere could be improved, students could then be asked 

about suggestions for making these particular students feel that they are a more 

integral part of the program at Tech. 

Red and Black Roadies 

One way that the university can make everyone feel more involved in the 

athletic program is by creating travel packages for away games. Many people do 

not attend away games because they may believe they cannot afford transportation 

or are concerned about traveling and safety issues. Creating travel packages 

similar to those offered by travel agencies to attend gambling facilities in 

Louisiana or Oklahoma could be a boon for the school and seriously augment 
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season ticket and mini-pack sales. If a pilot program is successful, this could also 

be marketed to the numerous alumni in the Dallas metroplex as a means of 

generating interest in attending home games as well. Texas Tech could promote 

such travel packages by giving a number of them away on metroplex radio 

stations, advertising both the new program and keeping Texas Tech football in the 

minds of alumni. The fan presence at away games is also important because this 

provides the team with an additional source of motivation that is important to 

ensure that it has a successful season (Medland 10). 

Ticket Giveaways 

While the university may have opted to forego advertising in the Fort 

Worth Star-Telegram because of cost issues, advertising only in the Dallas 

Morning News places serious limitations on whether the school will be reaching 

Fort Worth residents with its sports marketing program. Radio and television 

advertising is also expensive but there is a way to advertise on radio without 

generating any additional costs. By providing some mini-packs to Dallas radio 

stations, Texas Tech has the capability of reaching residents in both Dallas and 

Fort Worth. Each time that listeners call in for tickets or hear that the station will 

be giving away tickets, Texas Tech has just received some additional advertising. 

Many radio stations would be amenable to this type of program because they are 

always looking for something to attract attention and to keep listeners from 

changing the dial. 
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Alternative Advertising 

In addition to radio giveaways, the university should consider other 

alternative forms of advertising. There are a number of small publications 

catering to a particular target market and are basically fan magazines focusing on 

football and basketball fans at schools with national championship reputations 

(Cunningham 14). While the cost of such an endeavor is unclear. there is no 

inherent risk with the target market because there would be a high degree of return 

on investment. In addition, ideas for other non-traditional advertising should be 

investigated and considered for efficacy; for example, examining whether it is 

feasible to advertise on carts at local grocery stores. 

Red and Black Online Express 

Because Internet use has become so widespread, companies and 

organizations seeking to remain viable need to generate revenue from e-commerce 

(Beech, Chadwick & Tapp 51). The University of Texas has an online store 

featuring much of the merchandise available in the university's physical 

bookstore. Through licensing, the amount of merchandise and revenue that can be 

generated from an online store is astronomicaL and it represents another way to 

reach Tech fans. Ensuring that Texas Tech is a prominent link on numerous 

Lubbock Web sites and also exploring the option of creating a separate link for the 

online store could promote the project's success. 
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Tech Checks 

Banks and other financial institutions have traditionally sponsored sporting 

programs in a number of ways. They have sponsored local sporting events, 

affiliated with teams, put their names on arenas, promoted local teams in ads, and 

tied products to sporting events. Credit card companies, including MasterCard 

and Visa, compete to be affiliated with such sports leagues as the NFL and the 

NBA. St. Paul Bancorp of Chicago has checking arrangements with the Chicago 

Bulls, Bears, Cubs and White Sox and its sports-related accounts comprise 25 

percent of newly opened checking accounts (Kessler 12). This could be extremely 

lucrative for an area bank. This could be beneficial to students looking to open 

new checking accounts when they come to Lubbock and a novelty for existing 

residents who are Texas Tech fans. While it is unclear whether the NCAA would 

allow a lending institution's name to be included on that of a stadium, knowing 

that recognition is imminent might encourage a bank(s) to make some significant 

donations toward physical expansion of athletic facilities. 

Red and Blackboard 

Many universities have created student advisory boards functioning similar 

to the spirit squad but at a level of increased involvement with respect to the 

development of marketing strategy. If created here, Red and Blackboard members 

can be used to facilitate surveys taken at games and to encourage freshman 

participation in the athletic program in order to establish a pattern of support that 
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will keep students involved throughout the duration of their time at Texas Tech 

and perhaps beyond. The Spirit Squad's role is more important than many people 

would believe because funding from private sources is much greater when the 

team is winning (Johnson 164). 

Red and Black Brain Trust 

The Red and Black Brain Trust will be an extension of the Blackboard, 

designed to evaluate long-term trends to ensure that Texas Tech athletics are 

responsive to the needs of students, alumni, and community members. Faith 

Popcorn (1997) suggests that in order for CEO's to be successful, they must be 

able "to think outside the box, outside the city, outside the universe." (Gustke 48) 

Popcorn also indicates that in predicting the future, psychological, sociological, 

demographic, and economic considerations are important and that in discussing an 

idea, individuals from several disciplines provide information that serves as pieces 

of the puzzle until one can assemble a new futuristic concept. Individuals from 

several university departments would comprise the brain trusts, functioning as 

experts in their field in order to evaluate marketing proposals or trends to either 

gauge efficacy or suggest where changes need to be made. Each individual brings 

his perspective, based on expertise and personal experience in the field, to ensure a 

well-rounded marketing view. 
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Red and Black Bricks 

The Fort Worth Public Library created a program allowing donors to the 

building expansion fund to receive a brick with their engraved name to be made a 

part of the sidewalk in front of the facility. Satisfied fans donate, but those who 

are assured that something more unusual than a plaque will bear their name may 

be persuaded to donate funds for expansion. Sponsors may be more inclined to 

provide cash if there is a fairly visible means for identifying them as a substantial 

donor for building expansion, above and beyond what they normally donate 

through the course of doing business with the school and its athletic department. 

Developing Sponsorship 

The student advisory board/spirit squad could also be responsible for 

cultivating university relations with potential sponsors. While national 

corporations have deep pockets, the regionally dependent sponsors are more likely 

to participate in a local collegiate athletic program. Those individuals interfacing 

with various companies need to stress that parties before events are a great 

value-added feature of Texas Tech sponsorship and that sponsors receive more 

media exposure and acquire a wider immediate audience and event for employees 

to attend rather than the type of limited coverage one would associate with more 

generalized forms of donation. 
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Technology 

One concern of those implementing the current marketing strategy was the 

need to ensure that the public address system and the band are synchronized in 

order to establish a flow involving commentary, announcements, and band 

performance to ensure that there is no dead air time during games. This process is 

facilitated by creating a schedule of announcements during the game. This could 

be streamlined further, however, if the band director is given a headset similar to 

those worn by college and professional coaches to allow them a greater degree of 

communication with other staff during a game, so that he can be given a cue to 

allow him to start the music simultaneously with the conclusion of announcements 

or commentary. 

Enhanced Record Keeping 

According to Texas Tech officials, there is no information available 

regarding past sports marketing programs because the departing coaching staff 

took all of the information with them and athletic department records containing 

that information were recently purged. It is difficult to evaluate what path the 

university should follow when one is not aware of where it has traveled. It is 

critical that the department begins tracking developments systematically in its 

sports marketing program so that these and other concepts can be considered in the 

development of sports marketing techniques. 
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Chapter VI 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The popularity of college athletics is at an all-time high in the United 

States; colleges and universities have a unique opportunity to capitalize on this 

through merchandise marketing and many other elements (Belo 133). In addition 

to traditional print media, virtually thousands of Web sites exist that give 

information about collegiate sports, and one must consider whether these sites 

would exist if there were no market for them (CBS Sports Online 1). 

While sports marketing does differ from marketing other products in some 

aspects, there are similarities that easily translate between particular fields. Texas 

Tech must clearly define what it offers to consumers in its football program. It 

must also investigate all potential target markets, including students and faculty, 

families, alumni, male sports fans, groups and others. 

When the product and market are clearly defined, the university must 

devise the best possible method for reaching consumers. Considerations include 

the costs of various programs, the projected reach and the potential return on 

investment. In addition, the university must consider intangibles as important, 

including creating a more pronounced presence in the community. Several 

possible marketing goals that can help increase marketing efficiency are listed 

below: 
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Marketing Goals 

• Increase season ticket sales by at least 50/0. 

• Increase student season ticket sales by 60/0. 

• Sell 1,250 mini packs. 

• Increase Raider Alley vendors and sales by 5%. 

• Cultivate four cash sponsors. 

• Increase media trade by 50/0. 

• Distribute premium items to fans for all home games. 

• Continue development of game-day atmosphere. 

• Continue distribution of schedule cards, posters, and magnets. 

• Create a community presence. 

• Canvas public schools. 

• Community outreach. 

• Sports festivals. 

• Group-use days. 

• Promote diversity. 

• Red and Black roadies. 

• Ticket giveaways. 

• Alternative advertising. 

• Red and Black online express. 

• Tech Checks. 
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• Red and Blackboard. 

• Red and Black Brain Trust. 

• Red and Black bricks. 

• Develop sponsorships. 

• Technology use. 

• Enhance record keeping. 

Many sports marketing organizers, particularly at the collegiate level, meet 

once or twice during the month of April before scouting begins in earnest, in order 

to develop the school"s plan for the next year. The problem with this approach is 

that the typical football attitude -- plan the work, and work the plan -- will not 

work in marketing (Esterson 44). Marketing needs to be continually revisited in 

order to evaluate efficacy and make changes as necessary. 

Future sports marketing may need to go deeper if it is to achieve the desired 

results. For example, Popcorn (1997) indicates that "Female Think" will be an 

important trend in the future. Such a concept contends that there is a shifting of 

values from hierarchical to relational models. If this is true, the vast majority of 

female "fans'" could decide that at some point that they no longer want to attend 

games unless someone can show them what they, personally, get out of the games 

(something over and above spending time with significant others happily 

immersed in sports). 
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This is one reason that the Red and Black Brain Trust or some entity that is 

similarly assembled is so vital. It is necessary to evaluate current trends and 

predictions about the future to ensure that the university is responsive to consumer 

needs. This is a constant process which cannot be accomplished over dinner once 

or twice a year. Some situations might require the development of survey data to 

find a cause for certain circumstances, such as why annual game attendance 

suddenly dropped. Attempting to survey students months later, when a marketer 

realizes that this was an important problem, may be futile because people may no 

longer remember why they stopped going to the games. 

While marketing is a long-term function, it is also necessarily timely and 

this must be considered in any marketing strategy development. Maintaining 

contact with students is also important in understanding what sponsor items will 

encourage game attendance and what will not. Alumni can provide information 

about what they consider to be appropriate family activity and should become a 

part of Raider Alley. Above all, marketers must ensure that they are operating 

outside their comfort zone and they are open to new suggestions. 
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